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JURORS' PERCEPTIONS OF GENDER-BASED
LINGUISTIC DIFFERENCES
Research on gender-based linguistic differences generally has
aligned with common human experience-men and women
communicate very differently. Men and women choose words
differently, pronounce words differently, and intend for their words
to have different effects on listeners. This study examines the effect
of these differences within the context of a courtroom, specifically
examining the effects of a witness's linguistic style on the jurors'
perception of the case.
Two versions of testimony were created for this study. One
version incorporated a typically female linguistic style, while the
other version incorporated a typically male linguistic style. Eighty
volunteers served as mock-jurors. Twenty jurors listened to the
female version of testimony delivered by a female witness; twenty
listened to the female version of testimony delivered by a male
witness; twenty listened to the male version of testimony delivered
by a female witness; and twenty listened to the male version of
testimony delivered by a male witness. After listening to this
testimony, the jurors were asked to respond to a questionnaire
regarding their perception of the witness.
This study's hypothesis is three-fold. First, this study predicts
that while both male and female jurors will evaluate female
witnesses displaying a female linguistic style negatively, male
jurors will evaluate these witnesses more negatively than female
jurors. Second, this study predicts that the male witnesses using the
female style will not be evaluated as negatively by either male or
female jurors. Third, this study predicts that both male and female
jurors will evaluate the female witnesses displaying the male style
negatively, because those witnesses are breaking with social custom
and adopting what is considered an inappropriate speaking style.
How MEN AND WOMEN SPEAK DIFFERENTLY

Women often make characteristic choices about how to express
their thoughts. Most notably, research has shown that women tend
to use indirect language, whereas men tend to use more direct
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language.1 Although there is no formal definition of indirect versus
direct speech, the two styles display distinct characteristics.
First, the indirect speech characteristically used by women
contains many hedges.2 For instance, women tend to say things like
"the sky is sorta blue," or "the sky is, y'know, blue" instead of "the
sky is blue."3 These short, informal words make the statement less
forceful. Second, women's indirect language tends to contain tag
questions such as, "it's a nice day, isn't it?" instead of simply "it's a
nice day."4 These short questions, tagged on to the end of a statement,
lack independent meaning and weaken the impact of the sentence
by giving the impression that the speaker is unsure of herself.5
Third, indirect language characteristically used by women often
includes weak intensifiers such as "so" and "such" instead of
strong intensifiers, such as "very."' Finally, indirect language
includes a weak tone of voice. For instance, girls and women tend
to use rising inflection, often making a statement sound like a
question.7 Therefore, even if a female speaker uses a direct
statement, her tone might leave the listener with the impression
that it was a request for information or confirmation of fact, rather
than a declarative statement.'
Research also suggests that women and men pronounce words
differently.9 Some linguists posit that women tend to pronounce
words less clearly or intelligibly than men.' Although there does
not seem to be an extensive body of research confirming this
observation, Lakoff does characterize whispered pronunciation as
"feminine."" For instance, while Lakoff labeled Jackie Onassis'
whispered pronunciation socially acceptable feminine speech, she
posits that if a male used a similar speech style, it would be
considered "pathological rather than urbane."' 2 In contrast, there
1. Daniel N. Maltz & Ruth A. Borker, A Cultural Approach to Male-Female
Miscommunication,in LANGUAGEAND SOCIAL IDENTITY 196,198 (John J.Gumperz ed., 1982).
2. Robin Tolmach Lakoff, Women's Language, 10 LANGUAGE & STYLE 222,227-28 (1977)
(describing hedges as ... syntactic devices used to express cognitive and other certainty").
3. Id. at 229.
4. RoIN LAKOFF, LANGUAGE AND WOMAN'S PLACE 15 (1975X"A tag, in its usage as well
as its syntactic shape ... is midway between an outright statement and a yes-no question; it
is less assertive than the former, but more confident than the latter.").
5. Id. at 17.
6. Lakoff, Women's Language, supra note 2, at 225-26.
7. Id.
8. LAKOFF, LANGUAGE AND WOMAN'S PLACE, supra note 4, at 17.

9. Lakoff, Women's Language, supra note 2, at 226.
10. Id.
11. Id.at 227.
12. Id.
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are other linguistic situations in which specific pronunciation is
considered feminine.' Lakoff notes that women tend to pronounce
the full "ing" of most words, whereas men often drop the last "g.",,
WHAT MEN AND WOMEN SAY DIFFERENTLY
Research also reveals some differences in the choices men and
women make about the words they use' and the way that they
structure their conversations. 6 Specifically, men and women typically
structure their sentences differently. 7 Consistent with the direct
versus indirect distinction discussed above, research shows that
women tend to use weaker sentence forms, utilizing declaratives
or questions rather than imperatives.' "Men make more direct
declarations of fact or opinion than do women."' 9 For instance, a
woman might say "why don't you sit down" instead of "sit down.""
Research has shown that these linguistic patterns surface early in
life, as young girls often display such indirect speech patterns.2 ' In
her study observing preschool children between the ages of two and
five, Jacqueline Sachs noted that girls tend to make joint
propositions such as "let's play doctor" whereas boys tend to make
demands, such as "gimmie your arm."' These speech patterns are
displayed both early in life and throughout adulthood.
Similarly, women tend to use minimal conversational responses
more than men.' Daniel Maltz and Ruth Borker note that women
tend to use minimal conversational responses such as "mm hmm"
or "uh huh" more often than men. 2'
Men and women often differ in their use of pronouns as well.'5
Women use collective pronouns such as "we" and "us" more often than
men.' The same study also notes that women tend to specifically
13. Id. at 226.
14. Id.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Id. at 225
See, e.g., Maltz & Borker, supra note 1, at 212-13.
Lakoff, Women's Language, supra note 2 at 227.
Id.
Maltz & Borker, supra note 1, at 198.
Id.
Jacqueline Sachs, Preschool Boys' and Girls' Language Use in Pretend Play, in
LANGUAGE, GENDER, AND SEX IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE 178, 183-84 (Susan U. Philips,
et al. eds., 1987).
22. Id.
23. Maltz & Borker, supra note 1, at 197.
24. Id.
25. Id. at 198.
26. Id. (noting that women"... explicitly acknowledge the existence of the other speaker"
in conversation).
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refer back to what was previously said at the beginning of the
conversation as a means to connect their statement to one
previously discussed. 7 The study describes a woman's "strategies of
tying together, filling in, and serializing as signs of [her] desire to
create continuity in conversation."'
Additionally, men and women respond differently to requests
for assistance or advice.2 9 When a woman approaches a man with a
complaint about some aspect of her life, a man often attempts to
offer advice in order to solve the problem.30 In contrast, a woman
might respond to such a complaint with a similar complaint of her
own, as if to say "I know how you feel," attempting to demonstrate
a level of understanding for the other speaker's problem. 1
Men and women also differ in the amount that they are
perceived to speak in conversation. s2 As Deborah Tannen notes,
women have a reputation for excessive talking, although studies
have shown that men actually talk just as much as women.3 3 The
misperception results from a difference between public and private
speaking.' Women often speak freely in private settings -- for
instance, relaying a detailed account of her day to a friend or
spouse--but actually speak fewer words, and less often, in public
settings, such as meetings or conferences.Y Because women speak
more in situations where men would remain silent or converse
minimally, men tend to think that women talk more than men.'
Additionally, men and women with similar expertise on a topic
convey their knowledge differently.3 9 One study showed that men
who were provided extra information on a discussion topic and who
were therefore considered experts talked more than women who
were provided the same additional information and who were also

27. Id. at 210.
28. Id.
29. DEBORAH TANNEN, You JusT DON'r UNDERSrAND: WOMEN AND MEN IN CONVERSATION
52(1990).
30. Id.
31. Id. at 52-53.

32. Id. At 77-79.
33. Id. at 77.
34. Id. at 77-78.
35. Id. at 78.
36. Id. at 102-104.
37. Id. at 76 (citing Marjorie Swacker, Women's Verbal Behavior at Learned and
Professional Conferences, in SOCIOLOGY OF THE LANGUAGES OF AMERICAN WOMEN 155-56
(Betty Lou Dubois & Isabel Crouch eds., 1976)).
38. TANNEN, supra note 29, at 77-78 (proposing that women talk more on the telephone
or in casual settings with friends and do not address issues that keep the attention men).
39. Id. at 127.
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considered experts.' The study also showed that when the expert
was a man, the non-expert subject spent more time supporting and
agreeing with the expert. 4 ' When the expert was a woman, she used
phrases such as "yeah" and "that's right" in support of the male nonexpert more than the non-expert man exhibited support for his
female expert partner.42
Men and women typically have different attitudes towards
boasting.' For example, Tannen describes a situation in which
a couple, both successful lawyers, meet a group of individuals for
the first time. The man boasts of his accomplishments, whereas
the woman fails to tell the group about her own and gets upset
when her husband boasts on her behalf." This same pattern can be
seen in children's play habits.' Through playing in "hierarchically
organized groups," boys learn how to manipulate status and assert
dominance over nondominant boys.' Boasting about one's ability is
not scorned among groups of boys as it is among girls." A "bossy" or
boastful girl is looked down upon, because she is not participating
in the valued activity of maintaining relationships, whereas male
peer groups base success not only on knowing what to say but how
to say it in a way that demonstrates power and dominance."
Finally, men and women often have different styles of public
speaking.'9 Some women appeal to personal experiences or examples
instead of abstract argumentation, whereas men tend to appeal to
abstract, logical argumentation. °
40. Id. (citing H.M. Leet-Pellegrini, ConversationalDominance as a Function of Gender
and Expertise, in LANGUAGE: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES 97 (Howard Giles et. al.
eds., (1980), in which men and women were paired up in single sex and mixed sex pairs and
told to discuss the effect of violence on television on children).
41. TANNEN, supra note 29, at 127.
42. Id.

43. Id. at 218-24.
44. Id. at 219 ("Margaret feels people will not like her if she boasts; she would rather they
learn from others how successful she is, and she feels they will approve of her modesty when
they do ... Charles, on the other hand, feels that people will not respect him unless he lets
them know he merits respect.").
45. See, e.g., Maltz & Borker, supra note 1, at 206-09.
46. Id. at 207.
47. Id. at 207-09.
48. Id. at 206, 208.
49. See, e.g., TANNEN, supra note 29, at 91-93.
50. Id. at 91-92.
The logic the woman was employing was making sense of the world as a more
private endeavor--observing her personal experience and drawing connections
to the experience of others. The logic the husband took for granted was a more
public endeavor-more like gathering information, conducting a survey, or
devising arguments by rules of formal logic as one might in doing research.
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IS IT TRUE-Do MEN AND WOMEN REALLY SPEAK SO DIFFERENTLY?

Research on whether women actually use indirect speech
patterns more often than men is not conclusive. Faye Crosby and
Linda Nyquist conducted three field studies to test whether female
speech conformed to the stereotypical characteristics described by
Lakoff as lexical choice, use of empty adjectives, question intonation
in conjunction with declaratives, frequent use of modifiers or hedges,
intensive use of the word "so," and use of hyper-correct and polite
grammar." The study revealed that women used the techniques
described above only in one study.52 They found no such evidence in
the second study , and found only marginally significant evidence
M Additionally, a number of other studies
in the third study."
examining direct versus indirect speech patterns failed to find any
gender differences.'
There is also strong support for the idea that men and women
actually speak in the characteristically different styles discussed
above.' Linda Carli found that women use hedges and tag questions
more than men.57 Like other common female linguistic characteristics,
these effects are often observed early in life.' While observing
preschool students from the ages of two to five, Sachs found that
girls used more than twice as many tag questions as boys.5 9
Additionally, society has become so accustomed to speech styles that
characteristically differ between men and women that, as a result
expects women to use more tag questions than men.' ° David and
Robert Siegler found that when subjects were asked to guess the sex
of a speaker who used tag questions, subjects guessed that a woman

51. Faye Crosby & Linda Nyquist, The Female Register:An EmpiricalStudy of Lakoffs

Hypothesis, 6 LANGUAGE IN Soc. 313-14 (1977).
52. Id. at 316.
53. Id. at 317.
54. Id. at 319.
55. THOMAS M. HOLTGRAVES, LANGUAGE AS SOCIAL ACTION: SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL
LANGUAGE USE 70 (Bill Webber ed., 2002)(citing D.L. Rubin & M.W. Nelson, Multiple

Determinants of Stigmatized Speech Style: Women's Language, Powerless Language, or
Everyone's Language?, 26 J. LANGUAGE AND SOC. PSYCHOL. 273 (1983); S. Rundquist,

Indirectness:A Gender Study of Flouting Grice's Maxims, 18 J. PRAGMATICS 431 (1992)).
56. See, e.g., Linda L. Carli, Gender,Language,and Influence, 59 J.PERSONALITYAND SOC.
PSYCHOL. 941, 941-51 (1990).
57. Id. at 946 tbl. 1.

58. See, e.g., Sachs, supra note 21, at 183.
59. Id. at 193-84.

60. David M. Siegler & Robert S. Siegler, Stereotypes of Males' and Females' Speech, 39
PSYCHOL. REP. 167, 169 (1976).
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was speaking.6 ' When tag questions were not used, but were
replaced with strong assertions, subjects guessed that a man was
speaking.62 In a similar study conducted by Nora Newcombe and
Diane Arnkoff, subjects were presented with two dialogues
containing an equal number of tag questions but nevertheless
estimated that the female speaker used more tag questions than the
male speaker.'
Regardless of whether there is actually a difference between
male and female linguistic styles, there may be a gender-based
difference in the way listeners assess speakers as a result of their
expectations about male and female speech." Research suggests
that women using an indirect style are rated as less competent and
less knowledgeable than men using the same style.' This may be
explained by research that suggests that listeners pick up on
indirect speech patterns in women more than in men and use them
in the assessment of the speaker's assertiveness.
WHY DO MEN AND WOMEN DISPLAY THESE LINGUISTIC
DIFFERENCES?
There are a number of theories that attempt to explain why
gender-based linguistic differences appear in some research but are
absent in others.
ExplainingInconsistency in the Research
The research may be inconclusive in part because many
experiments test linguistic-based gender variables as a secondary
hypothesis, making the design of the experiment ill-suited to pick up
on such effects.'e Holtgraves and Lacky noted that experiments
which intended to test for factors other than gender differences might
not utilize a design powerful enough to pick up gender differences. 67
61. Id.
62. Id.
63. Nora Newcombe & Diane B. Arnkoff, Effects of Speech Style and Sex of Speaker on
PersonPerception,37 J. PERSONALITY AND SOC. PSYCHOL. 1293, 1299 Thl.1 (1979).

64. Carli, supra note 56, at 948-49.
65. Id.

66. Thomas Holtgraves & Benjamin Lasky, Linguistic Power and Persuasion, 18 J.
LANGUAGE AND SOC. PSYCHOL. 196, 204 (1999).
67. Id.

We prefer not to draw any firm conclusions regarding the possible role of gender
in mediating the impact of linguistic power on persuasion. Due to the complexity
of our design, the cell sizes were relatively small and hence the power to detect
a Speaker Gender x Participant Gender x Linguistic Power interaction was not
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Variables other than gender inevitably enter the analysis in
this type of research." For instance, there is some difficulty in
separating the effects of sex and social power on linguistic style. 9 In
fact, Lakoff argued that it is women's relatively inferior, powerless
position in society that causes them to speak in an indirect style.7"
Even though women speak in an indirect and thus relatively
powerless style, that style can be beneficial to them.71 Carli found
that women were more persuasive towards men when they used a
powerless style than when they used a powerful style, violating
normative expectations.72 These findings were reversed when
women conversed with other females.7" In these situations women
were more likely to use "intensifiers" and "verbal reinforcers."74 Carli
suggests that these results demonstrate that women are more likely
to engage in social and emotional behavior among other women in
a way that is unrelated to status as suggested by other studies."5
Explaining Gender-BasedEffects Found in Research
Tannen offers a compelling theory to explain the gender-based
linguistic differences that arise in research on the subject.76 Tannen
proposes two theories.77 First, women use language to build rapport,
whereas men use language simply to report needed information.7'
Second, women see the world in terms of community and prioritize
the bonds held between community members, whereas men see
the world in terms of hierarchy and prioritize their position in that
hierarchy. 79 This framework attempts to bring order to the seemingly
random patterns of linguistic style described above.

great. We do believe that future research on the effect of linguistic power on
persuasion should continue to examine the possible mediating role of gender.

Id.
68. HOLTGRAVES, supra note 55, at 71.

69. Id.
70. Id. (citing Robin Tolmach Lakoff, Women's Language, 10 LANGUAGE & STYLE 222,227
(1977)).
71. Carli, supra note 56, at 946.

72. Id. ("It may be important for a woman not to behave too competitively or assertively
when interacting with men in order to wield any influence, even is she may risk appearing
incompetent").
73. Id. at 947.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. TANNEN, supra note 29, at 76-77.
77. Id. at 77.
78. Id.
79. Id.
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Rapport versus Report
Tannen suggests that women speak more in private settings,
while men speak more in public settings, because language is used
to establish bonds and build rapport in the private sphere, whereas
it is used to report and convey information in the public sphere.s'
Therefore, men and women speak more and more often when the
circumstances demand their preferred style of speaking.8 1
The rapport versus report distinction also explains the ways
in which men and women argue. 2 The male tendency to focus on
logic and the female tendency to focus on past experiences can be
explained by the values typically held by each gender.' Because
women do not tend to value whether they are "right" instead of
"wrong" as much as establishing bonds between people, appealing
to personal experience is an effective strategy for women." As a
result of women's focus on connections between people, women draw
conclusions by integrating personal experiences into their
arguments.' However, in a world of mixed genders, this approach
to argument can easily backfire.' Tannen notes that research
indicates that women who failed to give support for their arguments
were judged as less intelligent and less knowledgeable than men
who put forth arguments with the same lack of support. 7
Similarly, Tannen explains a man's tendency to offer advice
about how to "fix" a problem compared to a woman's tendency to
respond to a complaint with a similar complaint of her own.s" A man
in this situation uses language to convey necessary information,
whereas a woman in the same situation uses language to give
80. Id.
81. Id.

82. Id. at 91-93.
83. Id. at 92.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. Id.
87. Id. at 228 (citing Patricia Hayes Bradley, The Folk-Linguisticsof Women's Speech:An
EmpiricalExamination,48 COMM. MONOGRAPHS 73 (1981) (suggesting that "ITlalkingin ways
that are associated with women caused women to be judged negatively, but talking the same
way does not have this effect on men").
88. Id. at 52. Tannen refers to the differing views of a husband and wife on the same topic
to reinforce her point:
The couple... were discussing their life with an autistic child. [When] asked if
there weren't times when they felt sorry for themselves and wondered, "Why
me?" Both said no, but... in different ways. The wife deflected attention from
herself: she said the real sufferer was her child. The husband said, "Life is
problem solving. This is just one more problem to solve.
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support and establish intimacy and connection by pointing out
shared experiences.'
Community versus Hierarchy
Tannen also explains a man's willingness and a woman's
unwillingness to boast according to her community versus hierarchy
theory.9 The justification for this asymmetry is that men are
concerned with status in the hierarchy of a group, while women are
concerned with maintaining harmony and equality within a group. 1
Similarly, the fact that women tend to explicitly refer back to
what was previously said when beginning to speak tends to show
that women are interested in establishing a connection to the other
speaker's contribution to the conversation as opposed to establishing
a hierarchy between people." Research shows that women tend to
use collective pronouns while men tend to use individual pronouns,
demonstrating that women concentrate on the connections between
individuals instead of the status among them.'
Additionally, Tannen's hierarchy versus community model
explains the different ways that men and women act when they
have expertise on a topic.9' According to Tannen, the women in
a study on expertise tried to minimize the fact that they had
superior knowledge." Instead, they tried to equalize the connection
with their conversational partner.' The men, on the other hand,
emphasized their superior expertise in an attempt to enhance the
hierarchical nature of the situation. 7
Finally, Maltz and Borker suggest that men and women attach
different meaning to minimal conversational responses such as
"uh huh" and "mm hmm." Women use such responses to shore up
the conversation, establish a connection, and give support to the
speaker, as if to say "yes, I'm still listening to you," whereas men
tend not to respond to the speaker or respond so long after the

89.
90.
91.
92.

Id.
Id. at 218-24.
Id. at 224.
Maltz & Borker, supra note 1, at 210.

93. Id. at 198 (citing L. HIRSCHMAN, FEMALE-MALE DIFFERENCES IN CONVERSATIONAL

INTERAcTION 6 (1973XPaper presented at Linguistic Society of America)).
94. TANNEN, supra note 29, at 127.
95. Id.
96. Id. at 127-28 (interpreting a study by H.M. Leet-Pellegrini on gender-based characteristics
of dominance in a group of experts).
97. Id. at 128-29.
98. Maltz & Borker, supra note 1, at 197.
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speaker's comments that it"... has been described as delayed

minimal response.'
Application to a Jury Setting
Women's indirect style of speech, as well as their emphasis on
being connected to other speakers in conversation instead of on
being "right" most likely plays a significant role in the courtroom,
just as it does in real life. Unlike her male counterpart, a female
10 1
1°
witness is more likely to use tag questions, ' weak intensifiers,
weak sentence structure,' and hedge responses to questions.'3 She
is also less likely to boast," more likely to sympathize with and
relate to problems rather than offer solutions to fix them,' and if
she is an expert on a subject, she will be less willing to display that
expertise." ° Finally, women are more likely to argue based on
personal experience rather than on abstract logic.' A woman who
displays these linguistic patterns in court risks being judged as less
knowledgeable and less intelligent than her male counterpart.'
Furthermore, a juror simply might not like a female witness or her
argument because she implements these speech patterns.1°9
Significantly, only a woman who displays these patterns earns
negative evaluations, while a man who displays similar patterns
receives positive or neutral evaluations." Therefore, although a
male witness might show some hesitancy in his speech and might
fail to assertively propose logical arguments within his testimony,
he likely will not be judged as negatively as a woman whose
testimony contains similar speech patterns. i' There is no conclusive
evidence of a reason for this disparity. Nora Newcombe and Diane
99. Id. at 198 (citing HIRSCHMAN, supra note 94, at 11; D.H. Zimmerman & C. West, Sex
Roles, Interruptions,and Silences in Conversation,in LANGUAGE AND SEX D0IFERENCES AND
DOMINANCE (B. Thorne & N. Henley, eds., 1975)).
100. LAKOFF, LANGUAGE AND WOMAN'S PLACE, supra note 4, at 14.

101. Id. at 225-26.
102. TANNEN, supra note 29, at 224-27; Maltz & Borker, supra note 1, at 197.
103. Lakoff, Women's Language, supra note 2, at 227-28.

104. Tannen, supra note 29, at 218-21.
105. Id. at 52-53.
106. Id. at 127-28.
107. Id. at 91-93.
108. Carli, supra note 56, at 948-49.

109. Holtgraves & Lasky, supra note 66, at 200-01 (finding that subjects listening to the
powerless, or indirect, version of an argument perceived the speaker and the argument

negatively and were less in favor of the message proposed, than the same message in
powerful, or direct, style).
110. See generally TANNEN, supra note 29.
111. Id.
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Arnkoff posit that women are judged more harshly than men due to
a sex bias still prevalent in our culture." Studies such as
Newcombe and Arnkoffs experiment, in which subjects estimated
that a female speaker used more tag questions than her male
counterpart even though the two speakers actually used the same
number of tag questions, support this hypothesis." 3 Other studies
in support of this hypothesis suggest that a speaker improves her
listener's perception by fulfilling normative expectations." 4 For
instance, one of Carli's studies demonstrated that male listeners
perceived women who used an indirect style more positively than
those women who used a direct and more typically masculine
style. 1 15 Consequently, women may be better off conforming to
societal stereotypes when speaking to men, because they risk falling
victim to sex biases if they reconstruct their language in a more
direct style. 116
Finally, the sex of the juror needs to be taken into consideration
in this equation. A female juror may not evaluate a female witness
who uses characteristically female speech patterns as negatively as a
male juror would evaluate her, because the female witness implicitly
understands why the witness uses those particular speech patterns."7
This study attempts to capture the effects of a witness' genderbased linguistic style on a juror's perception of that witness. Based
on the research previously discussed, the female witnesses in this
study who display a female linguistic style will be evaluated poorly
by male jurors but more favorably by female jurors. However, the
male witnesses who use the female style will not be evaluated as
poorly. Additionally, the female witnesses who display the male
style may also be evaluated poorly, because they are departing from
social custom and adopting what society considers an inappropriate
speech style.

112.
113.
114.
115.

Newcombe & Arnkoff, supra note 63, at 1299.
Id. at 1299.
Carli, supra note 56, at 946.
Id. at 946.

116. Id.
117. See generally Carli, supra note 56 (finding that women were more persuasive towards
men when they used a powerless style than when they used a powerful style, whereas, these
findings were reversed when the audience was female).
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METHOD

Subjects
This experiment used thirty-seven male and forty-two female
participants."' Fifty-seven subjects were students attending the
Marshall-Wythe School of Law at the College of William & Mary
when the experiment was conducted, and twenty-three subjects
were members of Williamsburg's Wren Society, a group of elderly
members of the local community who participate in programs in
conjunction with the College of William & Mary.
Although this group does not constitute a representative sample
of the population that is eligible to serve on a jury, the subjects
provide a fair picture of how an actual jury evaluates witness
testimony. This study used law students, who presumably are better
able to evaluate witness testimony fairly and accurately. However,
it is predicted that the effect of gender-based linguistic differences
is sufficiently persuasive to circumvent the trial training that these
students received during law school. If the results show that genderbased linguistics influence even law students who have received
some formal education regarding witness testimony, additional
support should be given to research regarding the effects of different
speech patterns among men and women.
The senior citizens are affiliated with the College and regularly
take continuing education classes. Presumably, they represent both
a higher education and socioeconomic level than the average juror.
If the effects of gender-based linguistic differences are manifested
in this educated group, additional support is lent to the proposition
that gender-based linguistics influence the listener.
Witnesses
Two male and two female witnesses read scripted versions of the
testimony prior to the experimental trials." 9 These readings were
audiotaped and played to the juries during the trials. The use of
previously audiotaped testimony provided the relevant indication of
118. Although eighty subjects were used, one subject failed to provide his or her gender in
response to the questionnaire.
119. This design used two male and two female witnesses in order to eliminate any
irrelevant variables the witnesses might introduce, because of their individual personalities
or voices.
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the gender of each witness, but eliminated many irrelevant variables
such as attractiveness, body language, and facial expression. The
witnesses will hereinafter be referred to as Male Witness A, Male
Witness B, Female Witness A, and Female Witness B.
Testimony
In this study, each witness testified as an eyewitness to an
automobile accident. The driver in this accident was eating a
hamburger and changing radio stations, when he hit a pedestrian
crossing the street. He did not appear to be speeding. However, the
witness clearly saw that the driver had a green light, and the pedestrian
had a"do not walk" sign. While the witness saw the pedestrian glance
out at the street before proceeding to cross, the pedestrian was
simultaneously reading a magazine and holding shopping bags.
In the case presented to the jury, the pedestrian was suing the
automobile driver for negligence. The question presented to the jury
was whether the driver operated his car negligently. Each juror had
to decide whether the driver operated his car with care similar to
that which a reasonable person takes in doing the same activity.
This testimony was manipulated to conform to the research
discussed above on gender-based linguistic differences. Two versions
of the testimony were created. Consistent with the discussion above,
the female version of testimony contained hedges,' ° tag questions,"2
weak intensifiers, 122 weak sentence construction,' and collective
pronouns. ' The female version also contained less outright offers of
advice regarding the situation,' downplayed the fact that the
speaker was somewhat of an expert on the subject,' boasted little,'
and used personal experiences instead of abstract logic to recall the
events of the accident."2 Additionally, the witnesses reading the
female version of the testimony inserted rising intonation and
pronounced the full "ing" in words. In contrast, the male version of
testimony did not contain hedges, tag questions, weak intensifiers,
120. See infra Appendix B, p.114 ("Because I sorta saw that he was looking down as he
drove past me.").
121. Id. at p.43-44 ("Everyone must have been going to lunch, don't you think?").
44
("Even though the driver wasn't going that fast, it was such a hard hit.").
122. Id. at p.
123. Id. ("I was stopped at the red light, and the driver was going the opposite direction,
so I guess he must have had a green light?").
124. Id. ("We watched him jump out of his car to see what happened.").
125. Id. at p.43-44 ("Everyone must have been going to lunch, don't you think? So the
driver of the car probably wasn't going, y'know, more than 25 miles an hour.").
126. Id. at p.44.
127. Id.
128. Id. ("I just know how he felt because I was hit by a car when I was little, riding my bike.").
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or collective pronouns. The male version of testimony contained
13
direct sentences with strong words" 2 and individual pronouns. 1
The male testimony offered suggestions regarding who was to
blame, 3 1 used a logical argument style, 3 2 and showcased the
witness's expertise on the subject 133. Additionally, male witnesses
reading this version of the testimony often dropped the "g" from
words ending in "ing."
Ten ad-hoc subjects pre-tested this scenario before it was
presented to the actual subjects tested in the experiment. In each
pre-test, the facts of the accident were written in a straightforward
outline form. (see Appendix A.) First, the subjects were asked to
evaluate the facts based on the following scale:
1= Plaintiff was
2 = Plaintiff was
3 = Plaintiff was
4 = Plaintiff was
5 = Plaintiff was
6 = Plaintiff was
7 = Plaintiff was

100% negligent, Defendant was 0% negligent
80% negligent, Defendant was 20% negligent
60% negligent, Defendant was 40% negligent
50% negligent, Defendant was 50% negligent
40% negligent, Defendant was 60% negligent
20% negligent, Defendant was 80% negligent
0% negligent, Defendant was 100% negligent

Next, the ad-hoc subjects were asked to respond to two different
versions of this ambiguous fact pattern which had been manipulated
to reflect the linguistic characteristics of female and male speech,
respectively. (See Appendix B for the female version of the testimony
and Appendix C for the male version of the testimony.) Subjects were
asked to evaluate each version based on the following scale:
1 (definitely male)
2 (probably male)
3 (not particularly male or female)
4 (probably female)
5 (definitely female)
Procedure
Subjects were randomly divided into eight juries composed of
ten jurors per jury. The juries were presented with the following
testimony:
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.

See infra Appendix C, p.116
I saw exactly what happened.")
1...
Id. ("I was waiting at a red light on State Street.")
Id. ("I'm sure the driver of the car was not going more than 25 miles an hour.")
Id.
Id.
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Jury

Witness

Testimony

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Female A
Female B
Male A
Male B
Female A
Female B
Male A
Male B

Female version
Female version
Female version
Female version
Male version
Male version
Male version
Male version

Questionnaire
After listening to the testimony, each juror was asked to answer
a questionnaire in order to evaluate his or her response to the
testimony. (See Appendix D for the full text of the questionnaire.)
The questions were arranged in order to reveal as little about the
purpose of the experiment as possible. This strategy was used in
order to elicit the most natural response from each subject, instead
of calling gender differences to their attention. The questionnaire
was designed to test the jurors' perceptions of the witness' testimony
regarding eight factors: credibility, persuasiveness, knowledge of the
events, competence in relating the events, intelligence, ability to
articulate the events, confidence, and liability. The questionnaire
contained three questions relating to each of these factors in order
to reduce the effect of error on the study.
Finally, although each individual juror was asked to make a
determination of whether he or she would find for the plaintiff or
defendant, the jury was not asked to deliberate because this study
focuses on the different ways male and female speech affects
individual jurors. The question of how men and women interact and
converse is beyond the scope of this study.
Wrap-up
After completing the questionnaire, each subject was issued a
debriefing report (see Appendix E for the full text) and was
dismissed.
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RESULTS

ManipulationChecks
Were the Facts Neutral?
The ad-hoc subjects were first asked to provide their
assessment of whether the pedestrian or the driver was more
negligent in the given scenario. The average response was 3.3. This

indicates that the ad-hoc subjects on average thought that the
pedestrian was somewhere between fifty percent and sixty percent
at fault, and the driver was somewhere between forty percent and
fifty percent at fault for the accident. Similarly, the questionnaire
given to the ad-hoc jurors also contained three questions soliciting
their perception of fault in this accident. The jurors were asked to
choose a number on a five-point scale in response to each question.
A score of five indicated that the pedestrian was not at fault, and
the driver was completely at fault; a score of three indicated that
both pedestrian and driver were equally at fault; and a score of one
indicated that the pedestrian was completely at fault, and the driver
was not at fault. The average response from all jurors was 3.0046,
indicating that the facts were most likely neutral enough that they
did not affect how jurors perceived the witnesses in this study.
Did the Male and Female Scripts Actually Correspondto How
Men and Women Speak?
The ad-hoc subjects were also asked to assess each version of
the facts on a scale ranging from "definitely male" to "definitely
female." The average response to the female version of the facts was
4.15. The average response to the male version of the facts was 1.7.
This indicates that without knowing which version of the facts was
"female" and which version was "male," the ad-hoc jurors thought
the female version of the facts sounded slightly more than "probably
female," and the male version of the facts sounded just slightly less
than "definitely male."
Additionally, an interesting trend emerged when the witnesses
were recording their voice onto audiotape. The two female witnesses
had a particularly hard time reciting the male version of the
testimony in a way that sounded natural, and the two male
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witnesses had a particularly hard time reciting the female version
of the testimony in a way that sounded natural. This occurred
despite the fact that three of the four witnesses were law students,
trained to speak clearly and properly.
Descriptive Statistics
The charts in Appendix F report the results of this study
according to the gender of the witness, the gender of the script, and
the gender of the juror. The percentage of jurors who chose each of
the available responses (listed at the top of each chart) is listed for
each combination of witness/script/juror (listed in the left side of
each chart).
Gender of the Script
Factors for Which a Statistically Significant Effect
Was Found
There was a significant effect found for persuasiveness (t =
3.686, p < .0001), knowledge of the event (t = 3.803, p < .0001),
competence (t = 2.297, p < .05), ability to articulate (t = 3.241, p <
.01), and confidence (t = -1.978, p < .0001).
Persuasiveness
The mean response for persuasiveness on the female script was
2.9750 and the mean response for persuasiveness on the male script
was 2.3667. This suggests that jurors listening to the male script
rated the witness as more persuasive than those listening to the
female script. This effect was statistically significant.
An ANOVA analysis did not indicate that there were any
statistically significant interactions between the gender of the
witness and the gender of the script (f= .081, p > .05), the gender of
the witness and the gender of the juror (f- .073, p> .05), the gender
of the script and the gender of the juror (f = 1.877, p > .05), or the
gender of the witness and the gender of the script (f = 3.220, p >
.05). This suggests that neither the gender of the witness nor the
gender of the juror affected how the gender of the script was rated
based on persuasiveness.
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Knowledge of the Events Surroundingthe Accident
The mean response for knowledge of the event on the female
script was 2.5167, and the mean response for knowledge of the
events on the male script was 1.8167. This suggests that jurors
listening to the male script rated the witness as more knowledgeable
about the events surrounding the accident than those listening to the
female script. This effect was statistically significant.
An ANOVA analysis did not indicate that there were any
statistically significant interactions between the gender ofthe witness
and the gender of the script (f = 1.310, p > .05), the gender of the
witness and the gender of the juror (f = .212, p > .05), the gender of
the script and the gender of the juror (f= .670, p> .05), or the gender
of the witness and the gender of the script (f = .000, p > .05). This
suggests that neither the gender of the witness nor the gender of the
juror affected how the gender of the script was rated based on
knowledge of the events surrounding the accident.
Competence
The mean response for competence on the female script was
2.4167, and the mean response for competence on the male script
was 2.0333. This suggests that jurors listening to the male script
rated the witness as more competent than those listening to the
female script. This effect was statistically significant.
An ANOVA analysis did not indicate that there were any
statistically significant interactions between the gender of the
witness and the gender of the script (f- .227, p > .05), the gender of
the witness and the gender of the juror (f = 1.558, p > .05), the
gender of the script and the gender of the juror (f = 1.697, p > .05),
or the gender of the witness and the gender of the script (f= .363, p
> .05). This means that neither the gender of the witness nor the
gender of the juror affected how the gender of the script was rated
based on competence.
Articulateness
The mean response for articulateness on the female script was
2.5583, and the mean response for articulateness on the male script
was 1.9083. This means that jurors listening to the male script
rated the witness as more articulate than those listening to the
female script. This effect was statistically significant.
An ANOVA analysis did not indicate that there were any
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statistically significant interactions between the gender of the
witness and the gender of the script (f = .082, p > .05), the gender of
the witness and the gender of the juror (f= .529, p> .05), the gender
of the script and the gender of the juror (f = .139, p > .05), or the
gender of the witness and the gender of the script (f= .000, p > .05).
This suggests that neither the gender of the witness nor the gender
of the juror affected how the gender of the script was rated based on
articulateness.
Confidence
The mean response for confidence on the female script was
2.7583, and the mean response for confidence on the male script
was 1.6500. This suggests that jurors listening to the male script
rated the witness as more confident than those listening to the
female script. This effect was statistically significant.
An ANOVA analysis did not indicate that there were any
statistically significant interactions between the gender of the
witness and the gender of the script (f = .417, p > .05), the gender of
the witness and the gender of the juror (f= .005, p> .05), the gender
of the script and the gender of the juror (f = .417, p > .05), or the
gender of the witness and the gender of the script (f = 1.064, p >
.05). This suggests that neither the gender of the witness nor the
gender of the juror affected how the gender of the script was rated
based on confidence.
Factorfor Which a Marginally Statistically Significant Effect
was Found
There was a marginally significant effect found for likeability
(t = -1.978, p = .052). The mean response for likeability on the
female script was 2.2028, and the mean response for likeability on
the male script was 2.35. This suggests that jurors listening to the
male script rated the witness less likeable than those listening to
the female script. This effect is marginally significant.
An ANOVA analysis did not indicate that there were any
statistically significant interactions between the gender of the
witness and the gender of the script (f = 1.001, p > .05), the gender
of the witness and the gender of the juror (f = .044, p > .05), the
gender of the script and the gender of the juror (f = 1.546, p > .05),
or the gender of the witness and the gender of the script (f =. 101, p
> .05). This suggests that neither the gender of the witness nor the
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gender of the juror affected how the gender of the script was rated
based on likeability.
Factorsfor Which No Effect was Found
In analyzing the effect of the gender of the script on the various
factors tested, there was no significant effect found for credibility (t
= 1.54, p > .05) or intelligence (t = 1.09, p > .05). This suggests that
the gender of the script did not affect whether the juror perceived the
witness as more or less credible or intelligent.
Gender of the Witness
In analyzing the effect of the gender of the witness on the
various factors tested, there was no significant effects found for
credibility (t = -1.365, p > .05), persuasiveness (t = -.8900, p > .05),
knowledge of the event (t = 1.004, p > .05), competence (t = -.484, p
> .05), intelligence (t = .747, p > .05), articulateness (t = -.862, p >
.05), confidence (t = .572, p > .05), or likeability (t = -.958, p > .05).
This suggests that the gender of the witness did not affect whether
the juror perceived the witness as more or less of any of the above
factors.
Gender of the Juror
In analyzing the effect of the gender of the juror on the various
factors tested, there were no significant effects found for credibility
(t = 1.6590, p> .05), persuasiveness (t = .849, p> .05), knowledge of
the event (t = 1.556, p > .05), competence (t = .704, p > .05),
intelligence (t = -1.035, p > .05), articulateness (t = .772, p > .05),
confidence (t = .282, p > .05), or likeability (t = -1.208, p > .05). This
suggests that the gender of the juror did not affect whether the juror
perceived the witness as more or less of any of the above factors.
CONCLUSION

The results of this study indicate that the male version of the
testimony elicited a more positive response from jurors than the
female version of the testimony. Specifically, jurors thought those
witnesses reading the male script were more persuasive, more
knowledgeable about the events surrounding the accident, more
competent, more articulate, and more confident. However, there is
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a marginally significant trend showing that the jurors thought
witnesses reading the male script were less likeable.
There was no correlation between the gender of the testimony
and the jurors' assessment of the witnesses' credibility or
intelligence. Additionally, there was no correlation between the
gender of the witness or the gender of the juror and any of the
factors tested here.
Were the Results Consistentwith Research?
Consistent with the research, subjects judged witnesses
reading the female version of testimony as less knowledgeable.'
This study's hypothesis predicted that the female version of
testimony would elicit less positive ratings than the male version of
testimony on all other factors tested. For the most part, the findings
of the study confirmed the hypothesis. However, the study failed to
find a significant effect for credibility or intelligence, although both
the research'
and this study's hypothesis predicted the male
version of testimony would fare better on both factors.
Some research suggested that female jurors would rate
witnesses reading the female version of testimony less poorly than
male jurors.' Based on the research, female jurors would also rate
female witnesses who used the male version of testimony more
poorly than male jurors.137 However, the results from this study
showed neither effect. Instead, the gender of the witness had no
effect on the results. Despite the fact that the study failed to
produce some portions of the hypothesized effects, the study also
failed to produce any results directly contrary to the hypothesis.
Therefore, the hypothesis, as well as previous research on this
topic, was in part supported and in part not supported, but was
not rejected.
PossibleExplanationsfor Results
As Holtgraves and Lasky noted, it is possible that the design
of this experiment was not powerful enough to capture all the
effects that were actually present because each jury" contained too
few people.' Because none of the results actually contradict the
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.

Carli, supra note 56, at 948-49.
Id.
Carli, supra note 56.
Carli, supra note 56.
Holtgraves & Lasky, supra note 66, at 204.
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hypothesis or the previous research on this subject, it is possible
that there were effects related to the gender of the witness and the
gender of the juror, for example, that were not realized by this design.
Another possible explanation for the fact that neither the
gender of the witness nor the gender of the juror had any effect in
this experiment is that women may speak in a more direct style
today, therefore male and female jurors felt that both male and
female witnesses displaying indirect linguistic patterns were less
persuasive, knowledgeable, competent, articulate, and confident.
The fact that most of the research discussed above took place many
years ago may be a plausible explanation for this effect.
It is also possible that women today reserve indirect speech for
private, rapport-talk because it is best suited for that purpose, and
have adapted to using direct speech in public situations where
report-talk is necessary, such as the courtroom. If this is the case,
then it is not surprising that male and female jurors rated male and
female witnesses using the "female" version of testimony more
poorly, because neither men nor women expect to hear such
linguistic patterns in the courtroom anymore.
However, the fact that the ad-hoc subjects found that the female
version of the facts sounded more than "probably female" and the
male version of the facts sounded just slightly less than "definitely
male" offers some small support to the idea that the gender-based
linguistic styles discussed earlier actually correspond to male and
female speech. The fact that the female witnesses had trouble
reciting the male version of testimony and the male witnesses had
trouble reciting the female version of testimony adds further
support to the original hypothesis. However, neither of these tests
were scientifically conducted, nor was the sample size adequate to
draw definite conclusions.
Finally, the fact that education was not a controlled variable in
this study may have impacted the results. All the subjects in this
study were highly educated individuals. It is possible that because
of their education, these individuals were trained to eliminate some
or all of the biases - including sex biases - from their thinking. If
this was the case, it would explain the fact that neither the gender
of the witness nor the gender of the juror affected the outcome of
this study.
Application to the Jury Setting
This study does not demonstrate that the gender of the juror or
the gender of the witness matters in how jurors evaluate witnesses.
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If this is truly the case, trial attorneys can breathe easy because
they can exert more control over how jurors evaluate their
witnesses. According to the results of this study, attorneys should
be sure that their witnesses do not display the characteristically
indirect linguistic patterns that are attributed to women in the
research above.
Ways to Improve this Study in the Future
Investigations into the degree to which male and female speech
actually conforms to the research on the subject would help to
determine whether research such as this is actually testing genderbased linguistic differences. Future studies following this design
should use more subjects to increase the power of the statistics.
Also, each version of the testimony should be longer in order to give
the jurors more time to absorb their respective linguistic styles.
Finally, a more diverse subject pool, preferably a pool similar to the
average jury pool, would increase the applicability of these findings
to the jury selection process as a whole.
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APPENDIX A

Witness was waiting at a red light at a major intersection around noon.
* There was considerable traffic at the time because of the
lunch rush-hour.
* Witness saw an accident happen to the left.
Witness had been watching the plaintiff, as he walked past
witness's car on the sidewalk.
" There was a lamppost somewhat blocking witness's view.
* Witness says Plaintiff was carrying some shopping bags.
" Witness also saw that plaintiff had a magazine open, which
he was skimming.
" Witness saw plaintiff pause right before crossing the street.
* Witness says plaintiff glanced up at the street, but
apparently failed to notice the "don't walk" sign.
" Plaintiff continued skimming the magazine and started to
cross the street.
Plaintiff was halfway across the street when defendant, driving his
car, crossed the intersection.
" Defendant could not have been traveling more than 15 mph
because of the lunch rush-hour traffic.
• Witness noticed that Defendant had a hamburger, which
he was eating, in one hand, and was adjusting the radio,
the heat, or some other device inside the car with the other
hand.
Defendant had a green light and Plaintiff had a "don't walk" sign.
As Defendant passed through the intersection, he hit Plaintiff.
* As Defendant hit Plaintiff, Plaintiff screamed and was
thrown over the defendant's car.
" Defendant stopped his car immediately and got out to see
what had happened.
* When Defendant saw that Plaintiff was unconscious, he
called 911.
* Witness watched as the ambulance took Plaintiff to the
hospital.
•
Defendant was obviously distressed, and accompanied
Plaintiff to the hospital.
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APPENDIX B

I was waiting at a red light on State Street that day. My mom
was with me in the car because I was taking her to the doctor.
Anyway, we were waiting at the intersection of State and Clark,
when we saw an accident happen to the left. I saw it pretty clearly,
but there was also this lamppost that was sort of in my way.
I had kinda been watching the plaintiff, who was walking past
my car on the sidewalk on State. He was carrying some shopping
bags, and he had a magazine open, which he was kind of reading. I
was watching him because he really reminded me of my brother.
He's the "always has his head in a book" type, you know? Anyway,
even though that lamppost was in our way, we both saw the man
pause right before he crossed Clark Street and kinda glance up at
the street, but I guess he must not have seen the "don't walk" sign
(rising intonation). He went back to his magazine and started to
cross the street. He was maybe about half way across the street
when this car, I think it was a green sedan, drove across the
intersection and hit the man reading the magazine.
This all happened around noon, so the traffic in the city was
probably pretty congested at that time. Everyone must have been
going to lunch, don't you think? So the driver of the car probably
wasn't going, y'know, more than twenty-five miles an hour. I'm
really not that great a judge of speed, but it didn't seem like he was
going all that fast at all. And since he was going sorta slowly, I
noticed, as he drove past us, that he was eating a hamburger. He
had the hamburger in one hand, and he was probably adjusting the
radio or the heat with the other hand. Because I sorta saw that he
was looking down as he drove past me. I was stopped at the red
light, and the driver was going the opposite direction, so I guess he
must have had a green light?
Anyway, my view was kinda blocked from that lamppost, but I
could see that when the driver hit the plaintiff, the plaintiff
screamed and flew up and over the defendant's car. I could just tell
that that poor man was in pain from the way he screamed. Even
though the driver wasn't going that fast, it was such a hard hit. I
just know how he felt because I was hit by a car when I was little,
riding my bike. Well, when the Plaintiff was hit, his shopping bags
were spilled all over the ground. The driver stopped his car pretty
much as soon as he hit the plaintiff. We watched him jump out of
his car to see what happened. When he saw that the plaintiff was
knocked unconscious, he used his cell phone to call the police and
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ambulance. The defendant seemed like he was so upset by the whole
thing. He kept pacing and running his fingers through his hair like
he was nervous or upset or something. I kinda can understand how
he felt.
I had to sit in my car and wait for a half hour, I guess because
it took that long for an ambulance to get through traffic and put the
defendant on a stretcher? I watched the whole thing, as much as I
could from inside my car, and I felt so helpless just sitting there
watching and waiting until the ambulance finally showed up. Well,
once the ambulance finally came and picked up the plaintiff, it
looked like he followed the ambulance to the hospital. The police
cleared the street pretty quickly, and my mom and I were on our
way after that.
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APPENDIX C

I was waiting at a red light on State Street-at the intersection
of State and Clark--on the day of the accident. I was on my way to
take my mom to a doctor's appointment. While I was waitin' I saw
an accident happen to my left. I definitely saw it clearly, even
though there was a lamppost partly blocking my view.
I had been watching the plaintiff, who was walking past my car
on the sidewalk on State, so I saw exactly what happened. He was
carrying some shoppin' bags, and he had a magazine open, which I
noticed he was glancin' at. I definitely saw him pausing right before
he crossin' Clark Street. He glanced up at the street, but he didn't
see the "don't walk" sign, which I noticed. He went back to his
magazine and started to cross the street. He was halfway across the
street when I saw a green sedan cross the intersection and hit the
man with the magazine.
This all happened around noon, which is around lunchtime,
which is why there was a lot of traffic in the area. Since there was
all that traffic, I'm sure the driver of the car was not going more
than twenty-five miles an hour. In fact, since he was goin' so slow,
I noticed as he drove past me, that he was eatin' a hamburger. I can
tell you that he had the hamburger in one hand, and he was
adjustin' the radio with the other hand. I can also tell you that since
I had a red light, and he was goin' the opposite direction, he had a
green light.
Even though my view of the accident was blocked by that
lamppost, I saw that when the driver hit the Plaintiff, the plaintiff
screamed and flew up and over the defendant's car. The shoppin'
bags dropped to the ground. The driver stopped his car as soon as he
hit the plaintiff. He jumped out of his car and went to see what
happened. When he saw that the plaintiff was knocked unconscious,
he used his cell phone to call the police and ambulance.
I definitely saw that he was upset by what happened. Since
traffic was stopped in both directions, I had to sit in my car and
watch as the ambulance took the plaintiff to the hospital. It looked
like he followed the ambulance to the hospital. The police cleared
the street pretty quickly after that, and I went on my way.
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APPENDIX D

QUESTIONNAIRE

Please provide the following biographical information:
Age_
Sex - Male or Female (please circle one)
For each of the following questions, please place an X next to the
statement that best represents your answer.
Do you think the witness was smart?
-Very smart
-Fairly smart
Not particularly smart or not smart
_

_

Somewhat smart
Not at all smart

Do you think the witness was persuasive?
Very persuasive
Fairly persuasive
Not particularly persuasive or not persuasive
_
_
_

Somewhat persuasive
Not at all persuasive

Do you think the witness was credible?
Very credible
Fairly credible
Not particularly credible or not credible
_

Somewhat credible
Not at all credible

Do you think the witness was confident?
Very confident
Fairly confident
Not particularly confident or not confident
_

_

Somewhat confident
Not at all confident

Do you think the witness was influential?
Very influential
Fairly influential
Not particularly influential or not influential
____
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Somewhat influential
Not at all influential
Did you think the witness was agreeable?
Very agreeable
Fairly agreeable

-

Not particularly agreeable or not agreeable
-Somewhat agreeable
-Not at all agreeable

Do you think the witness was knowledgeable?
Very knowledgeable

-

-Fairly knowledgeable
Not particularly knowledgeable or not knowledgeable
-Somewhat knowledgeable
-Not at all knowledgeable

Do you think the witness was clear?
Very clear
Fairly clear
Not particularly clear or not clear

-

Somewhat clear
Not at all clear
Do you think the witness was competent?
-

Very competent
Fairly competent

-

Not particularly competent or not competent

-

Somewhat competent
Not at all competent

-

-

Do you think the witness was reliable?
-

Very reliable
Fairly reliable

-

Not particularly reliable or not reliable

-

_
-Not

Somewhat reliable
at all reliable

Do you think the witness was well-informed about the events
surrounding the accident?
-

Very well-informed
Fairly well-informed

-

Not particularly well-informed or not well-informed

-
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Somewhat well-informed
Not at all well-informed

Do you think the witness was capable?
-Very capable
-Fairly capable
Not particularly capable or not capable
Somewhat capable
Not at all capable
___
_

_

Do you think the witness was self-assured?
Very self-assured
-Fairly self-assured
Not particularly self-assured or not self-assured
Somewhat self-assured
Not at all self-assured
_

_

__.

Do you think the witness was articulate?
-Very articulate
-Fairly articulate
Not particularly articulate or not articulate
Somewhat articulate
Not at all articulate
_

_

_

Do you think pedestrian or the driver was the careless party in this
accident?
Pedestrian was completely careless, driver was not at all careless
Pedestrian was almost completely careless, driver was
somewhat careless
Pedestrian and driver were both equally careless
Pedestrian was somewhat careless, driver was almost
completely careless
Pedestrian was not at all careless, driver was completely careless
_

_

_

__

___

Do you think the witness was intelligent?
-Very intelligent
-Fairly intelligent
Not particularly intelligent or not intelligent
Somewhat intelligent
Not at all intelligent
_
_
_

Do you think the witness was qualified?
-Very qualified
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qualified
-Not particularly qualified or not qualified
Somewhat qualified
-Not
at all qualified
-Fairly

Did you think the witness was pleasant?
Very pleasant
Fairly pleasant
Not particularly pleasant or not pleasant
Somewhat pleasant

_

-Not

at all pleasant

Do you think the witness expressed himself well?
-Expressed himself very well
Expressed himself fairly well
-Did not express himself particularly well or poorly
-Expressed himself somewhat well
-Did not express himself well at all
Do you think the witness was assertive?
Very assertive
Fairly assertive
particularly assertive or not assertive
-Not

Somewhat assertive

_
-Not

at all assertive

Do you think the witness was bright?
-Very bright
-Fairly bright
-Not particularly bright or not bright
_
_

Somewhat bright
Not at all bright

Did the witness convince you that one party (or neither party) is
responsible in this case?
-Very convincing
-Fairly convincing
Not particularly convincing or not convincing
_

_
_

Somewhat convincing
Not at all convincing

Do you think the pedestrian or the driver was responsible for
this accident?
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Pedestrian was completely responsible, driver was not at
all responsible
Pedestrian was almost completely responsible, driver was
somewhat responsible
Pedestrian and driver were both equally responsible
Pedestrian was somewhat responsible, driver was almost
completely responsible
Pedestrian was not at all responsible, driver was
completely responsible

_

_

_
_

_

Did you think the witness was likeable?
Very likeable
Fairly likeable
Not particularly likeable or not likeable
Somewhat likeable
Not at all likeable
___

_
_

Do you think the witness was believable?
Very believable
Fairly believable
Not particularly believable or not believable
Somewhat believable
Not at all believable
Do you think the witness was aware about the events surrounding
the accident?
Very aware
Fairly aware
Not particularly aware or not aware
Somewhat aware
Not at all aware
Do you think the pedestrian or the driver was at fault for this
accident?
Pedestrian was completely at fault, driver was not at all
at fault
Pedestrian was almost completely at fault, driver was
somewhat at fault
Pedestrian and driver were both equally at fault
Pedestrian was somewhat at fault, driver was almost
completely at fault
Pedestrian was not at all at fault, driver was completely
at fault
__.

_

_
_

_
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APPENDIX E

The purpose of this study was to investigate how a witness's
linguistic style affects a juror's perception of testimony. Linguistic
research has shown that men and women typically have different
linguistic styles. For instance, women tend to be less direct, tend to
use tag questions, and tend to focus on relationships between
people. Men on the other hand tend to be more direct, often drop the
"g"from words ending in "ing", and tend to be rational and logical
instead of relational.
Half of the trials in this study exposed jurors to the "male"
version of testimony, and the other half exposed jurors to the
"female" version of testimony. You listened to the (fe)male version
of testimony. The questionnaire, which each juror filled out after
listening to the testimony, was designed to evaluate how each juror
perceived the witness and the testimony. Based on the research, we
expect both men and women to evaluate the female version as less
persuasive, less confident, and less credible. We also expect that
women will rate the female version less negatively than men.
If you have any questions about this study, or if you would like
to learn more, feel free to contact me.
Thank you for your time.
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APPENDIX F

TABLE 1
UES"IoN-1

Female Speaker
Female Script

NTA

OEHT

NETA

FIL

5

4

3

2

1

VERY

33.3

55.611.1

50.0

35.7

70.0

20.0

10.0

58.3

33.3

8.3

37.5

50.0

18.2

63.6

L

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

14.3

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

12.5

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script

18.2

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

16.7

83.3

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

55.6
I

44.4
I

I

I

_

I
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1
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TABLE 2

13
141
NEUTRAL
S

2

Female Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

11.1

33.3

33.3

22.2

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

7.1

42.9

28.6

21.4

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

40.0

50.0

10.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

8.3

75.0

8.3

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

62.5

37.5

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

36.4

27.3

36.4

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

50.0

16.7

16.7

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

77.8

5A

T

8.3

16.7

22.2
I

TABLE

II

3

Q8912=9?

VER

FIRY

Female Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

44.4

33.3

22.2

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

14.3

35.7

21.4

28.6

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

40.0

60.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

16.7

66.7

8.3

8.3

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

12.5

62.5

12.5

12.5

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

36.4

36.4

9.1

18.2

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

33.3

33.3

16.7

16.7

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

22.2

55.6

AL

SOMEWHAT

11.1
I

NOT &TALL-

11.1
I

I

I
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TABLE 4

4
ONFIENTRY

1s

2N

Female Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

22.2

55.6

Male Speaker
Female Script

21.4

42.9

31
2

3SMEWHAT
41

NEUTRAY

11.1

5

NTA

11.1

35.7

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

90.0

10.0

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

58.3

41.7

62.5

37.5

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script

40.0

10.0

50.0

33.3

40.0

10.0

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

16.7

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

22.2

Female Respondent

77.8
I

I

I

TABLE 5

I FLUuNT111

F

Female Speaker
Female Script

NTA5ME

22.2

22.2

33.3

22.2

7.1

42.9

14.3

21.4

20.0

60.0

20.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

8.3

58.3

8.3

25.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

12.5

50.0

25.5

12.5

40

10

50

33.3

50.0

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

14.3

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

16.7

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

55.6
I

I

33.3
I

11.1

L
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QUESTION - 6
AGREEABLE?
Female Speaker
Female Script
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TABLz 6

2

1

3

4
Mwu"

7.1

66.7

33.3

35.7

50.0

7.1

20.0

40.0

40.0

66.7

33.3

12.5

37.5

25.0

12.5

40.0

40.0

10.0

10.0

33.3

50.0

22.2

44.4

5
A

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent
Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent
Male Speaker
Male Script

12.5

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

16.7

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

33.3
I

I

I

I

I

_

TABLE 7

-7
QUESTION
IG
.. nF
W

R. .

[

1

ERY-

3

2

4

AAQA6y

AwSmaw"A.

55.6

11.1

33.3

7.1

64.3

7.1

21.4

40.0

50.0

33.3

66.7

25.0

50.0

12.5

12.5

60.0

30.0

10.0

16.7

33.3

33.3

16.7

11.1

77.8

Female Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

10.0

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

I

11.1
I

5

OTA
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TABLE 8

U=TIN -8

I1

2

3

4

Female Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

11.1

55.6

22.2

11.1

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

21.4

42.9

7.1

28.6

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

50.0

50.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

41.7

33.3

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

25.0

50.0

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

36.4

36.4

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

33.3

33.3

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

22.2

]

5

25.0

12.5

12.5

I
27.3

16.7

16.7
I

11.1

66.7
I

I

I

I

I

TABLE 9
gUESTION - 9

J1

2

3

4

11.1

11.1

Female Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

33.3

44.4

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

14.3

64.3

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

40.0

60.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

8.3

66.7

16.7

8.3

Male Script
Female Respondent

25.0

50.0

12.5

12.5

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

18.2

45.5

18.2

27.3

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

16.7

50.0

16.7

16.7

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

11.1

77.8

11.1

21.4

Male Speaker

5
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TABLE 10

QUESTION - 102

R T.

3

,BEFAIRY

NIFIRAL

4

1

5

NOT AT ALL

OMEHAT

Female Speaker
Female Script

33.3

22.2

22.2

22.2

14.3

28.6

7.1

42.9

20.0

60.0

20.0

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

7.1

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

25.0

58.3

16.7

I

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

25.0

75.0

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script

18.2

45.5

33.3

50.0

9.1

27.3

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

16.7

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

77.8

11.1

11.1

3

4

I

I

Female Respondent

TABLE 11
QUESTION- 11
WELL INF'OMM?
Female Speaker
Female Script

_

1
VERY

2

22.2

55.6

22.2

7.1

50.0

28.6

50.0

50.0

33.3

66.7

37.5

50.0

12.5

18.2

63.6

18.2

[

5

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

33.3

16.7

50.0

33.3

11.1

11.1

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

44.4

14.3
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TABLE

- 12
UTON
E?

lVERY

2
FARY

3
NIIRL

4
SOMEWHAT

11.1

44.4

22.2

22.2

14.3

57.1

7.1

21.4

40.0

50.0

10.0

16.7

83.3

25.0

62.5

12.5

27.3

45.5

9.1

Female Speaker
Female Script

5
NTA

L

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script

18.2

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

50.0

50.0

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

Female

55.6

33.3

11.1

Respondent

TABLE 13

1__

QUESTION - 13
SELF ASSURED_

2

4___

3

UATJ

Female Speaker
Female Script

11.1

33.3

33.3

22.2

28.6

42.9

14.3

7.1

70.0

20.0

10.0

41.7

50.0

8.3

50.0

50.0

18.2

27.3

27.3

27.3

50.0

16.7

33.3

NT

5___

AL

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

Female Respondent

44.4
I

44.4

11.1
I

III

7.1
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TABLz 14

QUESTION - 14
AR CULAT_VO

1

2

3

4

Female Speaker
Female Script

11.1

66.7

11.1

11.1

28.6

21.4

14.3

28.6

40.0

50.0

8.3

58.3

50.0

37.5

27.3

27.3

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

5

7.1

10.0

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

33.3

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

12.5

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script

9.1

27.3

9.1

16.7

33.3

16.7

3

4

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

33.3

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

100.0

Female Respondent
QUESTON - 15

1

Female Speaker
Female Script

[

TABLz 15
2

44.4

55.6

14.3

50.0

35.7

22.2

55.6

[

5

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

22.2

58.3

25.0

16.7

50.0

25.0

12.5

36.4

63.6

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

12.5

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

16.7

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

50.0

33.3

66.7
I

33.3
I

I

I

_

I
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TABLE 16

1

QUESTIoN-16

1

2

3

AIRLY

1

4

OUALIFIED?

E

Female Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

22.2

33.4

22.2

22.2

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

7.1

50.0

28.6

14.3

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

30.0

50.0

10.0

10.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

8.3

66.7

25.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

28.6

42.9

14.3

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

9.1

54.5

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

16.7

33.3

16.7

66.7

11.1

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

ALL

14.3

36.4

33.3

22.2
I

I

I
TABLE 17
1

QUESTION -17
PLEASANY

2

3

4

Female Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

33.3

44.4

22.2

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

28.6

64.3

7.1

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

20.0

60.0

20.0

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

8.3

50.0

33.3

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

12.5

37.5

37.5

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

18.2

63.6

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

50.0

16.7

16.7

16.7

22.2

44.4

22.2

11.1

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

5
9QAL

I

22.2

8.3

12.5

18.2
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TABLE 18

qETO-181
EXRESSED
WRT.T.?
Female Speaker
Female Script

VEY

121
ArRTLy

11.1

11.1

22.2

55.6

28.6

21.4

14.3

35.7

50.0

40.0

16.7

58.3

25.0

12.5

62.5

12.5

12.5

18.2

45.5

9.1

18.2

9.1

16.7

33.3

33.3

16.7

22.2

66.7

11.1

4
SMWA

3
NUR

5

NOT AT ALL

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

10.0

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

TABLE 19
Assg=M,
QUESTION - 19

Female Speaker
Female Script

Female Respondent

VEIyIF
1

2

4

5

11.1

33.3

22.2

22.2

42.9

21.4

14.3

21.4

30.0

50.0

10.0

10.0

50.0

16.7

16.7

8.3

8.3

37.5

37.5

25.0

9.1

18.2

27.3

27.3

18.2

50.0

33.3

11.1

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

16.7

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

22.2

22.2

55.6
I

I

I

I
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TABLE

QUESTION
-20
BRGHT?.VML
Female Speaker
Female Script

1t2I3

20
NEUTRAL

T 4I

OMWHAT

5

NTA

L

11.1

11.1

22.2

55.6

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

14.3

50.0

35.7

Female Speaker
Male Script

22.2

44.4

33.3

66.7

25.0

8.3

62.5

25.0

12.5

36.4

54.5

9.1

50.0

33.3

16.7

77.8

22.2

Female Respondent

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

I

Female Respondent

TABLE 21

QUESTION
-21
TLTmE A LE9
Female Speaker
Female Script

11121

3

41

NVERrYA

soMWAT

22.2

44.4

22.2

11.1

21.4

57.1

14.3

7.1

80.0

10.0

10.0

41.7

33.3

25.0

50.0

12.5

Female Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script

37.5

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script

9.1

45.5

18.2

27.3

33.3

16.7

16.7

33.3

11.1

33.3

55.6

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script
Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script
Female Respondent

5

NOT A

L
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TABLE 22

QUESTION - 1

J1

[5

J4

[2

(3
22.2

22.2

21.4

28.6

Female Speaker
Female Script

11.1

44.4

Male Speaker
Female Script

14.3

35.7

Female Speaker
Male Script

30.0

60.0

10.0

Male Speaker
Male Script

25.0

66.7

8.3

Male Speaker
Male Script

12.5

62.5

12.5

12.5

Female Speaker
Female Script

18.2

45.5

9.1

27.3

Male Speaker
Female Script

50.0

16.7

16.7

16.7

Female Speaker
Male Script

12.5

50.0

25.0

12.5

Female Respondent

Female Respondent

I

Male Respondent

Male Respondent

Female Respondent

Male Respondent

Male Respondent

Female Respondent
TABLE 23
QUESTION -23
AWARE?

1
VRY

2

3
N___SMWT

NOL

Female Speaker
Female Script

33.3

44.4

22.2

Male Speaker
Female Script

14.3

42.9

42.9

50.0

4.0

10.0

33.3

58.3

8.3

37.5

50.0

12.5

18.2

54.5

Female Respondent

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Male Script
Male Respondent
Male Speaker
Male Script

Female Respondent

Female Speaker
Female Script

9.1

18.2

Male Respondent

Male Speaker
Female Script

33.3

66.7

Male Respondent

Female Speaker
Male Script

Female Respondent

22.2

44.4

11.1

5

4

22.2

